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Ventilation by Displacement: Calculation of
the FIow in Vertical Plumes

V. Shankax, L. Davidsou, E. Olsson
Dept. of Thermo and Fluid Dynamics

Chelrners University of Technology
5-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden

Summary

In displacement ventil¿tion systêms air is supplied to the toom at low velocity at a
volume flow rate I4". The temperature of the supplied air is slightly lower tha¡ that
of the room. Air is heated by the objects in the room (e.g., persone, photo copy

machines, ctc.) and it rises due to buoyancy. The rising flow abovc the heat sources

resembles a plume.

The flow in the plumee rises upto the ceiling' The volume flow rete in plumes

for a given vertic¿l distance from the he¿t soulce a,is Vr¿u^"(a) and iucreases with
c. At the ceiling the flow spreads out laterally. Air is extractgd below the celing at

a rate of I4". The remainiug of the flow, Wu .(H) -U" (H is the height of'the
room) ûows downwards. The level t¡,-r, tvhere this downwa¡d flow has all been

entrained in the plumes occurs when I{. = Vehme.

From the discussion ¿bove it is clea¡ that knowledge of the volume flow rate in
plume is crucial for the efrcient performance of the displacement ventilation system.

Investigations have been carried out simulating the flow in a corrtplete room.

Here a¡ elliptic solver wås used [1]. In tbis approach the ûow in the plume ia not

accurately resolved due to limit¿tions in grid resolutions.

The aim of the preeent investigation is to study the flow in verticle plumes. The

nature of flow in these configurations is pa^rabolic in the flow direction (see Fig.l).
This means that the flow at a given vertical level (plane i) is not influenced by the

flow conditious at plane d * l. Thls allows us to use a forward marching technique,

i.e., a parabolic solver in vertic¿l direction. A solver of this type is extremly fast

when compared to a¡ elliptic rolver (up to 100 times faster). This ¿llows us to
prosecute pa,rameter atudies, a¡d to ensure that the solutions are grid independent.

It was found th¿t the sta¡ds¡d Ic - c model does not predict spreadiug rates in

agreemèDt with êxperimental d¿t¿. Therefore two modifications of the model were

introduced.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
is replaciug
e numerical
low velocitY
upply air is

lower than the roomts temperature. In order to design a displacement ventilation

system which ca¡ ,yn"hrooiz" with the comfort ventilation in rooms. It is therefore

important to predict the nature of flow ove¡ a heat e<¡urce'

At the depa.rtment wÞ have ca¡ried oUt c¿lculations of the flow in rooms ventilated

by displacement technique [t]. the experience was that the computer times was

prohibiti'ely la'rge, due i. tLå strong coupling of the temperature. a¡d the vertical

momentum equation. For calcul¿üions of this type it means that either

i) the CPU time is so high that no pa'rameter studies can be done' ot

dd) one can not a.fford to use sufrciently fine grids'

L.2 Aim

The object of present investigation is to study the flow in vertical plumes, which in

rootns ventilated with displJement venüil ¿bove the heat sources

ie6. p"rronr, terminals, photo copy m of flows in these config-

ìta"tiår,, is parabolic in tLe flow direct that the flow at a given
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2 Equations

2.L General lbansport Equation
The general transport equation in cartesia¡ coordinates for a variable iÞ is

f,ø'^'t=*,(.'#) .*' (1)

where Sil denotes the source per unit volume for the variable iÞ. The flux vectorJ-, containing convection and difiusion terms s¡e defined as follows

J^ = p(J^tÞ- rr#
Substituting EC. (2) into Eq. (1), we get

f
Or in vecüor notatiou, we have

aJ^
ú,

(2)

v.J=3f.
Integrating the above equation over a typical control volume with volume v andsurface area A, and using the G¿uss' law we get

l^t .aa, = trf av. (3)
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2.2 Mean Flow' Equations

We have the continuity equation

and the production due to buoyancy ca¡ be written as

uA

' ftb',) = o'

The momentur4 equation is expressed as

ftøu,us=-H+,!^(r,.,,#)- n,n,ff; (5)

where 91 : 0, gz : -g, and where the Boussineq approximation is used for the
gravitation term.

The governing equation for temperature is given by

ftør,r¡=*(+#r),

(4)

(7)

(ô)

where the turbulent Pra¡dlt number ot = 0.7.

2.3 T\¡rbulence Model

The standa¡d ß - e turbulence model is used. The traneport equatious for & a¡rd e

can be written in tensor notation as

where c"l = 1.92, q2 = l.44ro¡ = 1.0 and ø. = 1.3. Since the Boussineq approxi-
mation is used, the deusity in Eqns. ,l-8 is consta^nt.

The generation term P¡ can be expressed in tensor notation as

ftøu,rt = # (T#)* P¡ * GB - Pe

ft ør,a : * (fE) + o,f, (P¡ * GB - c.zPe) .

P*=r,ffi(#.#),

(8)

Gn=pg tt¡el
( r0)
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Figure 2: contrcl aolume anil notation (for clarity Fig. 2 is draun in cartesian
coord.inate system).

where

oæ=-LY
or Or

The turbulent viscosity p¡ is calculated as

(ll)

k2
ltt = pctT.

The efrective viscosity p"¡ is obtained as

PeR: lt + 14.

3 The Code

3.1 Basis

ln thls section the parabolic version of CALC-BFC, developed by Farhanieh and
Davidson [2], is presented. This is a derivative of the sta¡da¡d tlree-dimensional

stored along with all ecala¡ ì¡a¡iables like p,k,e at the centreof the contol volume.
This concept was euggested by R^hie aod Chow [5].

Equation 3 is discretized using standa.rd control volume formulation as described
by Patankar [4]. Integrating Eq. 3 over ¿ control volume (see Fig 2) yields

(J .A). + (J .A). +,(J .A)" + (J .A), + (J .A)À + (J .A)¿ = SoôV.
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Note that the positive signs on the terms containing contributions from west

and south surfaces will be negative because the scalar products in themselves are

negative.

The discretized equation will be of the form

aptÞp=!öc"¡iÞ"6a^9!, ( 12)
n

where

or =Do^, - SF.

The coefficients o,¡ contain the contributions due to both convection and diffu-
sion. The source terms ^9$ and Sp contain the remaining terms'

3.2 Convection

The convection which is the first part of the flux vector J (Eq. 2), is the scalar

product of the velocity vector and the a¡ea vector multiplied by the density. For

north face we obtain (see Fig. 3)

, ñ. = (pu 'A)" - pn(UnA* *V,Any +WnAo,).

Since the Ca¡tesia,n areas A*, An"r[n, a¡e stored in the program, the calculation
of the convective contributions to J is etraight-forwa¡d. Special c¿re must however

be taken when the velocities are interpolated from their storage location at the cell

center to the control volume faces to avoid non physical oscillations. R"hie and Chow

[5] solved this problem [3]. '-'

3.3 Diffusion

fliffusion is the second pa.rt of the ûux vector J in Eq. 2, and it has the form

D=(J'Ã)¿ut=-foA'ViÞ.

For example, the Ca,rtesiari coordinates (a'y,z) for the north face are given by,

- {rol .vo}" = - {.. (n"# * o"#

and in citrvilinea¡ coordinates (f,tl,() :

))",

)"

aø
* Ar:

oz

- {A.vo}. = - {" s,s'iä}" = - {nt". ediff
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Figure ï The flux thrcugh the north foce ol a non-orthogonal conttol tolume. ( is
along lhe l-grid lines, aad q is along the J-grid línes.

The covariant (tangential) base vectors gr,gz and gs correspond to I,J and K
grid lines respectively. The metric teusor is involved because the components of the
product A'g¡ and the derivative 0ol0(¡ a¡e both covariant, and the product of their
(contrava^riant) base vectors is not equal to zero or one (as in Cartesian coordinate
systems) since they are non-orthogonal to each other.

The diffusive terms are diecretized using central differencing, which is of second
order accuracy [4].

4 The Implications of Parabolic Flow
In parabolic finite volume methods, two basic assumptions a¡e made [6]. First, the
streamwise diffusion term

a /_ âo\
ae \t'ar/'

is eet to zero in all eguations. Secondly the streamwiae pressure gradient 0p/0( is
set to zero.

It should be noted that in the liter¿ture, terms in the production term P¡ in-
volving 0lôÇde:viate a^re usually neglected [9, 10, lU. Further more, some approx-
iamtions a¡e also made when calculating the non-orthogonal diffusion term [ll]. No
such simplifications ¿re ueed in the present pa^rabolic solver.

In pa^rabolic flow, the flow downstream (plane d + 1, eee Fig. l ) does not influence
the flow upstream (plane i). This feature mea¡s that a space marching technique
can be used, where the flow in each d-plaoe is calculated separately and only oæce.
First, the flow is solved at d-pland d = 2 (the inlet bounda¡y conditions a¡e eet ¿t
i = 1) and a convergent solution ie obtained for this plane, then the flow at pla.ne
d = 3 is calculated, a¡d eo on. The parabolic solver is up to two orders of magnitude
faster tha¡ a standa¡d elliptic SIMPLE eolver, because in an elliptic solver the flow
at each d-plane is not calculated once, but several hundred, times.

P
O
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5 Modification of the Standard /c - e Turbulence
Model

5.1 The Bouyancy Production Term (Plane Plume)

It was found that the standa¡d /c - e model underestimates the spreading rate 06¡¡2f

âø of plane plumes (fi72 denotes half-width of the plume). The standard production
term due to buoyancy Gs in Eqns. 10-11 is almost negligible, because the streamwise
temperaturegradienü is veiy small. In plumes, this term is positive (ôTlïx <0),
and it should thus increase the spreading rate In order to enhance the importance
of Gs and thereby increasing the spreading rate, a modification of the production
term GB, used by Ince and Launder [12] and Davidson [13] is introduced. The idea

is borrowed from the general gradient hypothesis of Daly a¡d Harlow [14] where

10 (r3)

and

c0 = "erL'
Using Boussinesq assumption for Ø in the *L"O ùerm in Eq. 13, and substituting
Eq. 11 in the first part of Eq. 13, we obtain

,,ø=-J"T +*!':LYY. (14)po1ôo -" p e 0y 0v'

In [12] and [13] the constant cer was ta^ken as t; in the present study c¿1 : 1.7 was

found to give the best agreement with experimental data.

In Eq. 14 not only the streamwise temperature gradient ôTlïx is present, but
also the transversal gradient 0T lôy, which is an order of magnitude larger than ô1/
âø is considered. In a plume both ôT lÔy and îiú a.re negative.. Hence the prescribed
modification will increase G¡ which will thus enha¡ce the buoyant production of
turbulence and increases the spreading rate.

5.2 Normal Stress Amplification (NSA) [Axisymmetric Plume]

Hanjalic and Launder [15] developed a modification.of the & - e model; where the
the prgduction term in the dissipaüion equation was made more sensitive to the

irrotitional strains ôU/ôx,ôVlïy in order to increase e in a><isymmetricflow and

thereby reducing the spreading rate. Malin [16] h.a.s recently proposed some minor
alþerations in Hanjalic and Launder's model.

The modified production term in the Ic and e-equation can be written [15] as

k /-aT 
-41\-co- lll'- rF uu: I€\ or oyl

P* = -*x-F -qx
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d\¡2ldx
standa¡d & - e 0.068
modified È - e 0.r2

RSM 0.079
18 0.12

Table 1: Sprtading îate Íoî the plane plume.

and

n e( au= -t \a'ø-+ca(a-qXI'
where the shear stress tiÐ is taken from Boussinesq approximation, c.3 : 4.44 [16]
and

(F-;) = *¡
where c¡ = 0.39 was choosen in order to obt¿in predicted spreading rate in agreeinent
with experiments. The coeffcient in the diffusion term in the e-equation was taken
as øc = 1.1 [16].

6 Boundary Conditions

Inlet

All variables are prescribed according to experiments. The inlet is covered by half
of the total number of nodes in the J-direction.

Symmetry line

v is set to zerot and zero gradient ôo /ôy is set for the ¡emaining variables.

trYee Boundary

The mass flux across the boundary is calculated from local continuity, and the
variables are given by their free-stream values.

7 Results

The flow in plane and axi-symmetric plumes is calculated. 60 nodes a¡e used
in the tra¡sveraal (J) direction, and 4G60 eteps in the streamwise direction were
used. The size of the forwa¡d steps was v¿ried between L5 Vo and 30 % of the local
width of the plume. The CPU time for ône computation was about I minute on a
DEC-3100 workstation (approximately as fast as ¿ SUN Sparc l{).
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Figure 4: Plone plume. PædictedUrT andû-profles comPaîed, with erperiments
ol Clnandrasekha'u (1989). The modifcation ol k - e as presenleil in Section 5-1.

Our code is written for three.dimensional parabolic flows. In this investigation
we have calculated for two-dimensional plumes. The bounda¡y condition fot V at

the symmetry line is V = 0, i.e., we do not need to solve the V-momentum equation
or the prep,spre correction equation, aince V can be obtained from continuity. The

equation that we sgfve are UrTrk and e-equations.

7.L Plane Plume

The inlet boundary conditions U¡" = 0.0?6 m/s , Tin = 3.68 oC and T" = 0 (o
denotes ambient) we¡e uged for the mea¡ flow variables, inlet height D : 0.01 m,

and /c and € were estimated from mixing length theory as ib¡' - (0.01U1")'z 'e = krn"^¡

0.1å, where h = 0.02 m is the height of the inlet. In the stagnant surroundings all
va¡iables were get to zpro. The Archimedes number is c¿lculated as

sDATmAr= = 0.23.

We sta¡ted to use the otauda¡d lc - e model, but this gave too'small a spreading

rate compared with experiments (see Table 1). Note that not even a full Reynolds

Stress Model gives a spreading rate accordiug to experiments (see Table 1). With the
proposed modification of the heat flux u-0 in Section 5.1 we increased the predicted

spreading ¡¿rte to agree with experiment.

Iu Fig. 4 the predictd Il,T and îiü-profiles a¡e compa,red with experiments and

the agreement is good.

7.2 Axi-symmetric Plume

The boundary conditions were the same as the plane plume. The NSA-modificatioo
was used. The predicted spreading rates a¡e compared wjth experimental data in
Table 2, and the modified lc - e model gives a spreading.,rate in agreement with
experiment, which is further confirmed from Fig',õ.
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Figure 5: Axi-sgmmetric plume. Pæ.dictedll/(1.,T/T" andú/(1"2-profles compareil
uith experiments ol chondrøsekhara (lg8g). The modífcøtion oj k - e as presented,
in Sectíon 5.2.

'', '

d\¡2/da
etandard Ic - e 0.10
ft-ewithNSA o.t2

RSM [17 0.096
Experiments zu 0.12

Table 2: Sprcoifiing mte lor the aú-symmetríc plvme.
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Figure 6: Ari-symmehic plume. Voltmc flow mte in æ azi-symmetric plume uith"
inlet diameter D = 10 cm for difreænt hent aources. Q = 100,200 and 300 W.
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Figure 7: Axi-symmetric plumc. Volame flou nte in ox øxi-symmetric plume with
inlet d,iameter D = 20 cm lor difrercnt heat sotnv,es. Q = 100,200 and 900 W,

7.3 Pure Axi-symmetric Plume

In the previous eections we have studied plumes with some initial momentum,
i.e., inlet velocity difrerent f¡om zero. In this eubsection we will study pure a:<i-

symmetric plumes in etagnant eurroundings. the bounda,ryt conditions at the inlet
are U;n = 0,7'i' : 2| (subscript a denotes ambient) and a heat source Q is pre-
scribed for temperature equations (acually Qf c, air'ce we not solving for enthalpy
but for temperature). tb¡r gives an Archimedes number Ar = 0. The traditional
Grashof number

t

.0t5

.0t0

rt

is not defined eince we do not have any temperature ilifrerence A? driving the plume.
However, an alternative Grashof number ca¡ be defined as [20]

sATDs(if = ---r'
Pi¡ví¡

The parameter for. plume flow which a ventilation engineer is interested in is

the volume flow rate V(a) in the plume as a function of the vertical height o (see

Summary). In Figs. ô8, the volume flow rate are presented for different inlet
diameters D a¡d heat gources 8. It c¿¡ be seen that V(ø) increases with c and Q
as expected.. But ¿n increase in Q with a f¿ctor two, does uot give rise to a large
increase in V as indic¿ted in Figs. &8. The reason for the satne cån be explained
as follows. A fully developed turbulent plumeis cha¡acterized by its initial weightril
deficit W;" I20l i ,à ': '(

- 
C.!00.. 0.¡0cù

---- 0.¡00r. D¡20.ñ
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Figure 8: Axi'dgmfn:átric plttne, ¡vòIune flow'late ín at d¡i:àlm,n1\etric ptume with
inlet d,iam¿ter D = 30 cm lor d,ifettrt hent sources. I = 100, z'bo ""¿ iilo\'v,|.

* / tj,

w^= fl, (15)
wt' o

and from dimensional analysis the characteristiç velocitycan be written as
,. !. rt,: l

W¿nUrú-.
' P¡¡

As the volume flow rate in the plume cair be'estiinated as

,r Ì n, ; ¡r,V q(JcV?þr' ..i,, (l?)
it can be eeen from Eqns. 1s17 that a¡ increase in e with a factor of two only
incrè)âses the vplume flow r¿te with a factor 2*. r i. " . .-,

find that the volume flow rate ü1"¡,4o", not inc¡èase ast (as expected?), but rather the opposite. The spreading
r i-symmetric plume is related to s as

lr¡zea. _ (18)

( 1q)

8 Conclusions

In ventilation displacements syeteme plumes are formed above objects which heat
the cool eupplied air. The volume flow rate in the plumes is crucial for the per-
forma¡ce of the ventilation system, and it is thus a parametef of great interest

- 
0.500r, 0.!0cñ

---- 0.200r, D.!0cm
,À

l¿

'1',

7
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to a ventilatiou engineer. Wbile computiug dirplacement ventilation flowo, elliptic
solvers have traditionally been used, an approach which is inaccurate due to poor

grid resolution.

In the present work a parabolic solver has been used for computing the turbu-
lent flow in plane and axi-symmetric plumes. In this approach a sPace marching
technique is utilized which is upüo 100 times faster than elliptic solvers. Sufficiently
fine grid can thus be a,fforded, and parametrical studies caú be prosecuted.

The standard ß - e has been modified in orde¡ to give Spreading rates of the
plumes in agreement with experimental data. the flows iu plane and axi-symmetric
plumes with small inlet velocity were simulated, and good agreement with exPer-

iments was obtained. Also pure a:<isymmetric plumes were studied. The inlet
diameter (D = 10,20 a¡d 30 cm) and the strength of the heat source (8 = 100'200

and 300 W) were va¡ied.
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